
Maximise your property marketing with  
Top Snap 

As a professional property photography company, we understand that top quality photography is the foundation for all 
successful property marketing campaigns. Make your next campaign really stand out from the crowd by combining Top 
Snap’s photography services with our range of property marketing tools. Choose from the following services:

Photography Services 

Daytime photography

Dusk photography - give your property the ‘wow’ factor

Elevated photography

Aerial photography - the bigger picture 

Commercial photography

Top Snap photographers are experts in capturing a property’s architectural and 
design highlights, ensuring your daylight images are punchy and bright, whatever 
the weather. 

As the day comes to a close, our photographers maximise the use of natural and 
artificial light to build atmospheric tones and shadows, giving your property the 
real ‘wow’ factor.

Top Snap’s breath-taking elevated photography, taken with our unique mast, 
shows off a property’s location while giving buyers an overview of its boundaries 
and surrounding area. 

Your property’s size, location and views are all critical aspects of its marketability. 
Show them off to their best advantage with our aerial photography, captured using 
high-end digital cameras from an aircraft or helicopter.

Selling or leasing commercial property? Our photography highlights the best 
of any commercial property, including hotels, resorts, golf courses, factories, 
warehouses, office spaces and shopping centres. 

For more details speak to your local Top Snap photographer or contact:

Contact Top Snap

1300 TOP SNAP (867 762)  |  sales@topsnap.com   |   www.topsnap.com

More services overleaf →



Property marketing tools

Floor plans
Laser-measured by our photographers and CAD-drawn by professional draughtspeople, 
our highly accurate and visually appealing floor plans help bring a property’s 
dimensions and layout to life prior to inspection.
 
As well as standard floor plans, we offer coloured, textured or furnished floor plans, 
plus site plans, interactive floor plans and 3D artist impressions.

Copywriting
With Top Snap’s professional copywriting service, you can be confident that your 
marketing copy will be professionally crafted to encourage inspections and help buyers 
imagine living in their new home, leaving you free to get on with what you’re best  
at – selling them!

Free online property tour

With every Top Snap shoot you’ll get access to Snap Inspection, which allows you to 
create a free online tour of your property, with your own verbal commentary for  
extra impact.

Virtual tours 
Buyers don’t want to waste time inspecting properties 
that aren’t right for them. Our online, 360-degree 
virtual tours give buyers a detailed picture and feel for a 
property from the comfort of their home. 

Virtual furniture 
We all know that empty properties are not as appealing 
as furnished ones. Give your unfurnished properties the 
edge with Top Snap’s unique virtual furniture. We can 
furnish any and all rooms in a style of your choosing.
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